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    Public File

Monday: The issue on this broadcast was an explanation of the work of Joe Young 
Entertainment. This organization promotes Christian values in the entertainment field in the 
greater Hartford area. Joe Young was the guest and the host was Gerry Williams.

Tuesday:  The issue on this broadcast was the conducting of a prayer meeting for the future of 
the State of Israel. The House of Prayer in Hartford was the organizing agency for the event, 
directed by Audrey McIntyre. Anissa Porticelli was the host.

Wednesday: The issue on this broadcast was interacting with people without relying on 
stereotypes of people who are different from ourselves. A book by Dorothy Logan is entitled 
“Black and White.” She stressed the title does not refer to ethnic identity. The host was Paul 
Kretschmer,

Thursday: The issue on this broadcast was special education services provided by a Christian 
ministry. Lynn Wogamon is the founder and operator of Wogamon Educational Services. 
Respect for people and treating them as Christ would is the focus. Paul Kretschmer hosted.

Friday: The focus of this broadcast was an introduction to a Pastor’s Commentary on 
Philippians. The Reverend Wayne Detzler found he had drawn more sermons from that New 
Testament  than any other and reflected on how he could bless others with what he has 
learned. The host was Paul Kretschmer.

Saturday: The focus of this broadcast was “Football to Evangelism,” the story of former NFL 
football player Joe Jackson. In this interview, Jackson explained how personal faith in Jesus 
Christ caused him to redirect his life from the game to reaching others with the Gospel. Paul 
Kretschmer hosted.


